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INTRODUCTION  

 
PROJECT PATTAYA coin is very pleased to bring everyone into the full DIGITAL world. The founding team was 
inspired by the service business. Thai restaurants abroad for 15 years have done many forms of marketing, but 
one thing that has made a great impression is that the restaurant has issued a GIFT CARD that is similar to DEBIT 
(ATM) cards, CREDIT cards of foreign banks. And there is a picture symbol in the GIFT CARD that is a picture of a 
Thai shop with Thai patterns indicating Thai ness, in the past, although the store distributed coupons, discounts, 
and store brochures to customers, they still did not receive as much response as they should have. Until the day 
it was changed to a GIFT CARD that could be topped up distributed to customers You can also bring it back to 
buy products at the store and will receive a discount every time. 
 
Best of all, customers are able to carry a compact and beautiful GIFT CARD in their wallet with their DEBIT (ATM), 
CREDIT card, which they will never leave behind because of its beauty and value one and that is the heart of 
what makes PATTAYA coins. So when they are hungry or they open their wallets, they will always miss our Thai 
restaurant. Unlike before when they distributed coupons and brochures, they didn't think about collecting or 
caring at all. 
 
After passing through the crisis The COVID - 2019 epidemic has arrived and there are many foreign tourists 
coming to Thailand and what they want is excellent service in every dimension of Thai people, Whether it be the 
cuteness of Thai people, friendliness, kindness, quality products and many other impressive services that no one 
will deny. There is an important place that every tourist cannot forget: PATTAYA. Each year there are more than 
30 million visitors. The fact that they came to spend money in Thailand, eating, traveling, buying things before 
they returned. The creators of the PATTAYA coin want to give the PATTAYA coin to every tourist as possible, at 
least 10% of tourists, or 20% is considered a small amount each day, month, year.  It is considered to be building 
our own community. The production team believes that whenever visitor holds their mobile phone, they will 
definitely think of Thailand and PATTAYA, no matter where they goes. 
 
PATTAYA coin intends to create a community. and internationalism There is a standard for the future. We have 
therefore collaborated with partners such as hotels, hospitals, amusement parks, restaurants, markets, barber 
shops, massage shops, tattoo shops, general shops, and all service businesses to become part of the PATTAY 
coin community. PATTAYA location has been known to tourists around the world for a long time. It will be a 
strong point that will quickly make the PATTAYA coin gain value in the near future. This allows members of the 
PATTAYA coin community to earn money, buy, sell, exchange, and participate in transparent governance. 
 
The production team is very aware that SOCIAL MEDIA is important to the success of the PATTAYA coin project, 
so we have channels. Talking and exchanging knowledge Comments through many channels such as FACEBOOK, 
TWITTER (X), LINE and INSTAGRAM, www.pattayacoions.com and many others, adjust to the current situation as 
much as possible. 
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BACKGROUND OF THE ORIGINAL MEME PATTAYA COIN 
 
PROJECT NAME: PATTAYA CRYPTO COIN  
SYMBOL: PATTAYA 
NETE WORK: BNB Smart Chain (BEP20)  
TOTAL SUPPLY: 1,000,000,000,000,000 
DECEMAL: 9 
TOKENS WEBSITE: https://www.pattayacoins.com/   
LAUNCHED: 24 March 2024 
TAXES: 0.0% Buy Tax and 0.0% Sell Tax 
CONTRACT SOURCE VERIFILED: Sure is, YES! (Check on  https://bscscan.com/ ) 
  
  
 
 
 

CHAPTER 1 
 

The Origin and Future of Coin 
 
 
1.1 MEME coins originate from Internet memes 
 

MEME COIN is a crypto currency based on MEME coin culture or other humorous or fun assets. The 
volatility is quite high compared to mainstream or more established crypto currencies such as BITCOIN (BTC) 
and ETHEREUM (ETH), as the MEME coin is very community driven. Therefore, it is often called "TOKEN 
community" as well. Price fluctuations are often influenced by holder sentiment and SOCIAL MEDIA. This can 
bring a lot of market volatility to the MEME coin, but can also create unique opportunities for holders that are 
not available in other financial markets. 

 
1.2 Feelings that affect MEME coins 
 
PATTAYA coin is a MEME crypto currency running on the BNB Smart Chain (BEP20) block chain like other MEME 
TOKENs. It was created on March 24, 2024 by an anonymous developer team. His identity is as mysterious as 
SATOSHI NAKAMOTO, the creator of BITCOIN. As the name suggests, the PATTAYA coin is inspired by the city of 
PATTAYA, Thailand which is one of the most beautiful beach cities in the world in the view of some, the 
popularity of the PATTAYA coin is due to the influence of SOCIAL MEDIA personalities. Specifically, the projected 
price of the PATTAYA coin will be more than 100,000%. It would be an incredible achievement for any 
decentralized community project. It can happen in such a short period of time. 
 
*****!!!!!This is where the PATTAYA coin steps in!!!!***** 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.pattayacoins.com/
https://bscscan.com/
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CHAPTER 2 

 
2.1 The PATTAYA Community 
 
We are PATTAYA coin. We are thoroughly decentralized. We are the ultimate decentralized authority. We 
believe TOKEN community is the future. We believe that the entire PATTAYA coin project would be nothing 
without the community.  
 
2.2 The Differences between PATTAYA and Other Projects 
 
• True decentralization 
Many projects are more centralized in nature. This contradicts the original principles of the PATTAYA crypto 
currency. We have a decentralized international team. This includes early members. of the PATTAYA coin 
community and valuable members of the PATTAYA coin community have different responsibilities. All of this 
works toward the goal of maintaining a decentralized economy that works for everyone who wants to 
participate. 
 
• Long-term constructive planning/outlook 
Many TOKENs lack foresight in creating sustainability. Therefore, an economy must be built to sustain any 
project in the long term if the project fails to do this. It will not be able to withstand the test of time. 
 
• Founder ownership 
Founder relinquishes ownership the rise of the new world has inadvertently created a new era for the TOKEN 
project. Developers are beginning to seek more control over their projects. So they stopped giving up their 
rights. This effectively centralizes the project. PATTAYA is 100% community owned and will continue to work 
towards decentralization and independence. 
 
• *World class team with self-motivated development 
Holders of PATTAYA coins come from all over the world. The work of PATTAYA coins is completed all the time 
with various aspects. of projects and activities Simultaneously, our broad and vastly different life experiences 
contribute to the racial and intellectual diversity of our community. Anyone can step up to the plate and 
volunteer in any capacity required - this is true community building with leadership emanating from within the 
comfort and effort of our PATTAY coin community. 
 
• Empowering the diverse capabilities of a global team 
The world-class team of the PATTAYA coin community is the key to the success of the PATTAYA coin. The 
community consists of several established and emerging teams. One of the biggest advantages of the PATTAYA 
coin is that each team can develop their own APPLICATION to empower the overall PATTAYA coin community. 
And most importantly, the tourist attraction named PATTAYA is very much liked by people from all over the 
world. This is the strength of the PATTAYA coin, which is an excellent intermediary coin between service users 
and service providers. 
 
2.3 PATTAY coin aims to be the main international coin. 
 
As the main medium of value in the coin ecosystem, PATTAYA has a high circulation which will be used in the 
following areas: 
• PATAYA coin will become popular payment TOKEN coin around the world. and increasing the number of 
holdings around the world On the basis of the community team's self-driving development platform, a large 
number of PATTAYA and APPLICATION coins will be acquired, which may affect the following sectors and many 
more: affiliated games, SOCIAL networks, decentralized markets for goods. /skills/real and DIGITAL services, 
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entertainment, education, tourism, commerce, etc. PATTAYA coin will be at the center of these APPLICATIONs 
as a transaction currency. 
• On the basis of the self-driven development platform of the PATTAYA community globalization team, many 
applications will be derived that can impact the following sectors and more; Chain games, social networking, 
decentralized marketplaces for real and digital goods/skills/services, entertainment, education, tourism, 
commerce, etc. PATTAYA Token will be at the center of these applications as a transactional currency. 
 

Using PATTAYA coins, consumers can consume goods, skills and services in both the virtual and real worlds. At 
the same time, it can be used as a basic cross-border payment method to increase the convenience of global 
transactions.  
 

With the continued development and advancement of the PATTAYA coin team and DIGITAL currency in general, 
we hope that one day PATTAYA coin holders will be able to enjoy broader benefits from holding PATTAYA coins 
in the event of integration of PATTAYA coins. Currency DIGITAL, it is an acceptable payment method for 
traditional retailers such as AMAZON, EBAY or WALMART, BIG C, LOTUS, 7-11 continue to advance in the future. 
 

CHAPTER 3 
PATTAYA NFT / NFT MARKETPLACE 

 
 
3.1 PATTAYA NFT TOURIST BUSINESS CONNECT 
 
The PATTAYA coin will bring together tourism and service businesses in Thailand and around the world into 
PATTAYA coin products in the form of NFTs, such as hotels in PATTAYA. And all over Thailand, restaurants, 
barber shops, massage shops, and other travel-related service shops can be added to the NFT of PATTAYA coins 
in the most efficient manner with the platform. Business owners and users will benefit from using PATTAYA 
coins to connect faster and more efficiently than before. The number of visitors to Thailand is more than 30 
million per year. It will be more convenient to collect points and coupons to use as discounts. 
 
3.2 VARIOUS PATTAYA NFT GAME   
 
In the future, PATTAYA coin will bring games that people already love into the platform. So that PATTAYA coin 
holders can use their coins to play games and we will create more new games, such as racing games, because 
Thailand is a country that hosts many sports competitions, including Muay Thai (Thai Boxing), and sports that 
connect various local cultures. Together, SOFT POWER coins PATTAYA will definitely be a part of the gaming 
community. 

 
CHAPTER 4 

PATTAYA ROADMAP 
 
How PATTAYA Tokens will be distributed. See the below info. Note from Tokenomics page that a high % of 
available tokens, such as outstanding liquidity, marketing and team tokens will be locked. 
 
PHASE 1: Q1-Q2 -2024 

 

STARTING 

 

 
Contract Creating 

Using the PATTAYA NIGHT MARKET area for 
organizing various social events, Organize a beauty girl 
pageant and various activities 

Complete the PATTAYA website design by March 2024 https://www.pinksale.finance/ (Presale) / Pancakswap 

MetaMask COINGEKCO  https://www.coingecko.com/  

Community building COINMARKETCAP https://coinmarketcap.com/  

https://www.coingecko.com/
https://coinmarketcap.com/
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PHASE 2: Q3-Q4 -2024 

 

LIST ON PLATFORM (CEX)  
 

GATE.IO https://www.gate.io/  CRYPTOLOGY https://cryptology.com/  

COINSTORE https://www.coinstore.com/  POLONIEX https://poloniex.com/  

HTX https://www.htx.com/  CURRENCY  https://currency.com/crypto 

LBANK https://www.lbank.com/  KUCOIN  https://www.kucoin.com/  

SUPEREX https://www.superex.com/  KRAKEN  https://www.kraken.com/  

COINEX https://www.coinex.com/en/  BYBIT https://www.bybit.com/  

CEX.IO https://cex.io/  GATE.IO https://www.gate.io/  

FASTEX https://www.fastex.com/  GEMINI https://www.gemini.com/  

BTC MARKET https://www.btcmarkets.net/  UPBIT https://sg.upbit.com/home  

ICRYPEX https://www.icrypex.com/en  BITGET https://www.bitget.com/  

MEXC https://www.mexc.com   BITSTAMP https://www.bitstamp.net/  

BITFLYER https://bitflyer.com/en-jp  BITFINEX https://www.bitfinex.com/    

 
Note: Application results will be notified to the community. PATTAYA coin Known through SOCIAL MEDIA from 
time to time, we will create PATTAYA coins that are Thai people's coins to grow into the world market just as 
people around the world know the city of PATTAYA. 
 
PHASE  3 Q1- 2025 

**Set up Full Crypto Service ** 
-Index Platform  
-Audit Smart Contract and KYC  
-Using income profit from PHASE 3 to pay Earning per Share to all of Holder at the first time is on 20 December from 2025   
  And every year by the same this time 
 
PHASE  4 Q2- 2025 
 

- COINBASE (https://www.coinbase.com/ )  
 -OKX (https://www.okx.com/ )  

     -BINANCE (https://www.binance.com/ ) 
 
LINK NFT PATTAYA coin and tourism business that supports more than 30 million tourists a year who travel to 
Thailand, such as hotels all over the country, restaurants, various service businesses, massage shops, barber 
shops, and other businesses in order to become part of the PATTAYA coin community. 
 

 
 

 
BURNING TABLE  

 

TIME 1 TIME 2 TIME 3 TIME 4 TIME 5 TIME 6 TIME 7 

30 May 2024 30 Aug 2024 30 Nov. 2024 30 Feb 2025 30 May 2025 30 Aug 2025 30 Nov 2025 

1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 

 Total burn 7%  

https://www.gate.io/
https://cryptology.com/
https://www.coinstore.com/
https://poloniex.com/
https://www.htx.com/
https://currency.com/crypto
https://www.lbank.com/
https://www.kucoin.com/
https://www.superex.com/
https://www.kraken.com/
https://www.coinex.com/en/
https://www.bybit.com/
https://cex.io/
https://www.gate.io/
https://www.fastex.com/
https://www.gemini.com/
https://www.btcmarkets.net/
https://sg.upbit.com/home
https://www.icrypex.com/en
https://www.bitget.com/
https://www.mexc.com/
https://www.bitstamp.net/
https://bitflyer.com/en-jp
https://www.bitfinex.com/
https://www.coinbase.com/
https://www.okx.com/
https://www.binance.com/
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STAKING TABLE 

 

 3 months 
Use 5% of 
coins 

6 months 
Use 5% of coins 

12 months 
Use 5% of 

coins 

 

Rate of return 10% 20% 30% **Once the amount of full, Staking 
will be closed immediately** 

 

*** 5% of coin for 3 months, rate of return 10%, must pay dividends + initial coin stake, total 5.5%. 

 

*** 5% of coin for 6 months, rate of return 10%, must pay dividends + initial coin stake, total 6% 

 

*** 5% of coin for 12 months, rate of return 10%, must pay dividends + initial coin stake, total 6.5% 

 

****Total will be 100% of the total amount of coins and will burn coins every 3 months start from May 30, 2024 
onwards for the entire period, including 3 times in 2024 and 4 times in 2025. Total of 7 times to total 7%  
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCLAIMER 

 
 
The projects involved in this white paper are all planned and promoted by the PATTAYA community voluntarily, 
and this white paper does not constitute an offer to buy or sell crypto currencies. 
 
Furthermore, this white paper does not guide the purchase, sale or holding of any crypto currency tokens, coins 
or other products. 
 
 
Buying and selling crypto currency tokens is inherently risky, and the holder must bear the risk of loss. 
 
Neither the author of this white paper nor any participant in the PATTAYA project shall be liable for any losses 
or taxes that may be incurred by the holders, purchasers or sellers of PATTAYA tokens. The value of PATTAYA 
Tokens may decrease or become highly volatile. 
 
This white paper is not directed at anyone located in jurisdictions that prohibit or regulate the purchase, sale or 
holding of PATTAYA tokens. Please consult your local laws before engaging in any crypto currency transactions. 
 

 
 

The items contained herein are subject to change at any time 
Based on evolving circumstances at any given time 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Contact us: 
 
https://twitter.com/pattayacoin  
https://web.facebook.com/pattayacoins1  
https://www.instagram.com/pattayacoins  
https://www.youtube.com/@pattayacrypto  
https://t.me/pattayatoken  
https://www.pattayacoins.com  
 
Email: admin@pattayacoins.com      
 

https://twitter.com/pattayacoin
https://web.facebook.com/pattayacoins1
https://www.instagram.com/pattayacoins
https://www.youtube.com/@pattayacrypto
https://t.me/pattayatoken
https://www.pattayacoins.com/
mailto:admin@pattayacoins.com

